World T20 Bingo

by Hemical

When completed, this puzzle serves as a bingo board for the ICC World Twenty20. Score 1 point for each answer you
hear on commentary (singular or plural), except: 10 pts for 1, 2, 9, 17, 25; 20 pts for 6a, 12, 21; 50 pts for 5; 100 for
14.
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Across
6 Note the German used to
bring down the volume (5)
8 Karl's in a dreadful state
(3,5)
9 Pope declares his faith in
expensive vehicle (4)
10 Hit judge with figure of
interest to both batsmen
and bowlers (6,4)
11 Quiet way of expressing
pain in performance (4)
12 Famous pirate missing
the point, taking in nothing
found in classroom? (10)
16 Bright light seen as one
leaves flight (4)
17 Canoe capsizing at sea
(5)
18 Every night, disorder
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suddenly starts and finishes
(4)
20 Disrupt that heated
difficult time to bowl
(2,3,5)
22 Couples stew moose
evenly (4)
23 A number rave on,
distracted from challenging
target (4,2,4)
27 Uncommon returns
from tax-shelter
arrangement (4)
28 Bowlers like them to be
announced initially
covered in figures (3,5)
29 See 7 Down

Down
1 Mixed herbs in a lot of
water make a popular drink
in Transylvania? (5,5)
2 Drug addict sure to be
out (4)
3 Dare knight to stand on
his head before king (4)
4 Force broadcast to be
even-handed (4)
5 Iceman Kelvin frantically
tears around (6)
6 Opportunity to score is
there, if complicated (4,3)
7/29 Method for dealing
with water devised by
dowser, with luck (9,5)
13 Near a dilapidated
stadium (5)
14 Intricate ark holding

ruler who got one in the
eye from Norman (4,6)
15 Force out a welcome
bonus for those who are in
(9)
19 Roads so congested for
those going the other way
(7)
21 Stumble over wooden
centre of something with
three legs (6)
24 Retreats to live up
above empty barracks (4)
25 Nothing to the east of
river (4)
26 Huge stalagmite starts
in barrel (4)

